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Abstract
Images captured at night with low-light conditions frequently have a loss of visible
details, inadequate contrast, low brightness, and noise. Therefore, it is difficult to perceive,
extract, and analyze important visual information from these images, unless they were
properly processed. Different algorithms exist to process nighttime images, yet most of
these algorithms are highly complex, generate processing artifacts, over-smooth the
images, or do not improve the illumination adequately. Thus, the single scale retinex
(SSR) algorithm is adopted in this study to provide better processing for nighttime images.
The proposed algorithm starts by converting the color image from the RGB model to the
HSV model and enhancing the V channel only while preserving the H and S channels.
Then, it determined the image’s illuminated version somewhat like the SSR, computes the
logarithms of the illuminated and original images, then subtracts these two images by
utilizing an altered procedure. Next, a modified gamma-adjusted Rayleigh distribution
function is applied, and its outcome is processed once more by an automatic linear
contrast stretching approach to produce the processed V channel that will be utilized with
the preserved H and S channels to generate the output RGB image. The developed
algorithm is assessed using a real dataset of nighttime images, evaluated using three
dedicated image evaluation methods, and compared to ten dissimilar contemporary
algorithms. The obtained results demonstrated that the proposed algorithm can
significantly improve the perceptual quality of nighttime images and suppress artifact
generation rapidly and efficiently, in addition to showing the ability to surpass the
performance of different existing algorithms subjectively and objectively.
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The main goal of IE is to well-improve the visual
perception of digital images without generating undesirable
effects that can affect the important information in the
processed image [3]. IE methods are useful for generating
new images from the originals with better-viewed details.
Thus, contrast modification, illumination enhancement,
sharpening, and spatial filtering are among the most popular
techniques of IE [4]. Besides, computer vision and
multimedia algorithms require images with high visibility.
However, images that were taken in low-light conditions

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the topic of nighttime image enhancement has
attracted broad interest since taking nighttime images
increased dramatically to visualize broad night events, in
that nighttime images usually contain compressed dynamic
range, low contrast, poor visibility, and random noise [1].
To tackle such an issue, various image enhancement (IE)
techniques have been introduced to help in improving the
quality of digital images by providing actual processing
using arithmetical, statistical, and logical approaches [2].
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such as nighttime images often have low visibility, poor
illumination, and inadequate details presentation [5].
Therefore, the need to enhance such images before further
processing is highly required. Samples of different
nighttime images are given in Figure 1.

capabilities of the adapted algorithm. Analysis and
discussions are given to explain the reached findings. The
rest of this article is ordered as follows: Section II reviews
different legacy methods; Section III explains the retinex
theory, the standard SSR, and the proposed algorithm;
Section IV explains the topic of image evaluation and the
methods used in this study; Section V provides the
experimental and comparison results accompanied by the
required analysis and interpretation of findings; Section VI
describes the important reached remarks as a conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK
Researchers have worked hard in the past years to develop
specialized methods that can process nighttime images
efficiently using the retinex theory and other processing
concepts. In [13], the authors introduced an improved MSR
(IMSR) algorithm, which starts by computing various
scales of the gaussian filter and applying them to the input
image. Then, calculate the lightness ratio between the input
image and the results of the previous step. Next, compute
the sigmoid of ratios and determine their mean value. After
that, determine the weights based on the computations of
the first step. Finally, apply the addition process by utilizing
the determined weight to get the output image. Besides, the
authors developed a probabilistic-based image enhancement
(PIE) method in [14], which starts by inputting the image
with four adjustment parameters and two stopping
parameters. Next, a maximum a posteriori (MAP)
procedure is applied to get the reflectance image and the
illuminated image. Then, an iterative approach is followed
which includes direction alternation to solve the MAP
issues to provide the output.

Fig. 1. Samples of different nighttime images.

In general, IE techniques can make the input images look
better and be more suitable for specific applications [6].
However, improving the visibility of low illumination
images requires the consideration of three major issues.
The first is to maintain the significant image information
without introducing distortions, the second is to increase
the illumination in the dark areas, preserve the illumination
from being extremely amplified in the bright areas, and
provide sufficient contrast and adequate colors. The third
is to preserve image sharpness and prevent the oversmoothing effect [7-10]. The Retinex theory has been used
in many research works to process nighttime images.
It has three classical algorithms which are the multi-scale
retinex with color restoration (MSRCR), multi-scale
retinex (MSR), and single scale retinex (SSR) [11].
However, the latter is the simplest in structure and
computations, and its standard versions did not ensure
proper output in terms of color representation and tonal
distribution. The MSR on the other hand ensured these two
traits, but it could not produce proper colorfulness as it
utilized a linear weighting procedure for the scales. The
MSRCR could attain much better colorfulness, but it was
not successful when applied in a real-time mode due to the
need for numerous parameters to be set properly.
Likewise, these algorithms produced some degradations
like color distortions and halo artifacts in the image areas
that own high contrast due to the use of a Gaussian filter to
get the illuminated image [12].

In [15], the authors proposed a fusion-based enhancement
(FBE) algorithm, which starts by applying a morphological
closing process to get the reflectance and illumination
images from the input image. Then, from the illumination
image, two images are obtained that represent its contrast
and illumination improved observations using improved
histogram equalization and sigmoid approaches. Next, two
weights are determined depending on the two improved
observations and a multiscale fusion process is applied to
produce the adjusted image which will be used later by
compensating it back to the reflectance image to get the
output. Moreover, the authors created an algorithm that
depends on the camera response model (CRM) in [16]. It
starts by estimating the CRM and exposure ratio map
(ERM). By taking advantage of the histogram features of
CRM and ERM, the exposure of the input image is adjusted
followed by the estimation of a more accurate ERM using
different luminance approximation methods. Using
aforesaid information, the CRM is refined, the enhancement
is applied, and the output of the algorithm is obtained.

In addition, many methods have been introduced in the
past years for nighttime image enhancement, wherein a
sufficient review of such methods is given in section 2 of
this study. This research aims at developing the SSR
algorithm to process different nighttime images rapidly
and efficiently. Mathematical and statistical methods are
utilized to adapt the SSR algorithm to the nature of
nighttime images. Besides, a newly generated dataset of
real nighttime images is used in this research, which is
generated using cameras like Nikon D750 and Samsung
A70 smartphone. The adapted SSR algorithm is compared
with various advanced and contemporary algorithms that
were explained in the literature review to know the real

In [17], the authors developed an algorithm named lowlight image enhancement (LIME), which starts by receiving
the input image along with some parameters. Then, the
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weighting matrix is created followed by the approximation
of the primary illumination map. Next, this illumination
map is refined using different solvers. Next, a gammacorrection technique is applied to adjust the illumination
and contrast. The output is then checked for noise
existence, and if the high ratios of noise were detected, a
specialized denoising approach is applied and the
algorithm’s output is created. In addition, the authors
introduced a light enhancement with a camera response
model (LECARM) based algorithm in [18], which starts by
inputting an image and the threshold value. Then, a
specific CRM is selected, and its parameters are
determined. Next, a sped-up solver is applied to obtain the
illumination map followed by determining the ERM using
a specific approach. The output image is obtained by using
the predetermined and inputting values using a dedicated
specialized equation.

denoising. The final output is obtained when the iterative
process ends.
From the reviewed algorithms, a variety of concepts have
been used previously to improve illumination. Still, the
complexity is high, many inputs are required, including a
denoising step that can introduce over smoothness, and
some concepts do not produce sufficient illumination.
Hence, the opportunity still stands to introduce a new
method that has high capabilities to filter nighttime images
adequately while avoiding the undesirable drawbacks of the
previously developed algorithms.

III. RETINEX THEORY
The Retinex theory was proposed by Edwin H. Land in the
year 1963. It is an abbreviation of two words including
retina and cortex. The aim of using this theory is to clarify
how human beings perceive the illumination and colors of
an object. Retinex theory assumes that the image in human
eyes can be produced by two factors which are illumination
and reflection as shown in Figure 2. In this figure, it can be
observed that the observed image can be decomposed into
the brightness matrix produced by the light source and the
reflectivity matrix of the object [23]. The Retinex theory
was classified under the center-surround function. The
output value of this function is determined by the input
which represents the center and its neighborhood which
represents the surrounding [24]. As known, different
algorithms have been developed depending on the Retinex
theory such as SSR, MSR, and MSRCR, with the SSR
being the simplest in terms of computations [25]. In the
next sub-section, the working mechanism of the SSR is
given.

In [19], the authors proposed an algorithm named
LightenNet that utilizes the concepts of retinex theory
convolution neural network (CNN). It starts by receiving
the input image then it utilizes the CNN to extract and
improve the illumination of features followed by nonlinear mapping and reconstruction to get the illumination
image. Next, the retinex theory is applied to further
improve the illumination and produce the output.
Furthermore, the authors developed a fractional-order
fusion model (FOFM) based algorithm in [20], which
starts by estimating the reflectance and illumination
images from the input image. Then, these two versions are
enhanced using a designated CRM model to produce the
first enhanced image. Next, the reflectance and
illumination images are determined for the first enhanced
image and enhanced using another designated CRM model
to produce a second enhanced image. At this point, three
images are available which are the original, the first
enhanced, and the second enhanced. Next, A multiscale
fusion is done between these three images by utilizing
Laplacian and gaussian pyramids to produce the
algorithm’s output.
In [21], the authors introduced an adaptive image
enhancement (AIE) algorithm, which starts by converting
the image from the RGB domain to the HSV domain.
Then, the reflectance is estimated from the V channel.
Next, an adaptive illumination enhancement procedure is
applied to the V channel using logarithmic operations.
Then, a multi-scale fusion process based on principal
component analysis is applied to further enhance the
image. The produced image in the HSV domain is
converted back to the RGB domain to get the final output.
Finally, the authors created a semi-decoupled
decomposition (SDD) based algorithm in [22], which starts
by receiving the degraded image with 8 other parameters
as an input. Next, an iterative process starts by semidecoupling the image into its reflectance and illumination
parts then improves the illumination part using the retinex
theory, specialized approaches, and total variation

Fig. 2. Illustration of retinex theory [23].

3.1 Standard SSR Algorithm
In the SSR, the illumination is estimated by convolving (*)
the discrete Gaussian surround function (DGSF) G(x,y) with
the input image I(x,y). Then, compute the logarithms for both
the degraded image and illumination images. To find the
reflection image R(x,y), the log of the illumination image is
subtracted from the log of a degraded image [26], in that
R(x,y) signifies an improved version of I(x,y). The standard
SSR algorithm is determined as follows:
1- Compute the DGSF as follows:
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where T is a normalization factor, x and y are the
coordinates of the digital image; A and B signify two
grayscale gradients in that the first one is horizontal and
the other one is vertical, and they both have the same size
as I(x,y). Moreover, M and N are image dimensions, and (·)
stands for a multiplication operator, while σ is a luminance
controlling parameter.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the traditional SSR algorithm.

3.2 Proposed Adapted SSR Algorithm
The main purpose behind choosing the SSR algorithm is
that many enhancements can be applied to it to improve its
processing ability. In the developed algorithm, nighttime
images are processed adequately with some simple
procedures. The key purpose of creating the developed
algorithm is to improve the visual details of nighttime
images without introducing color distortions or overenhancement artifacts. When dealing with nighttime
images, the original SSR algorithm may show some flaws
as mentioned earlier. Therefore, a new and low-intricacy
algorithm has been introduced to process different
nighttime images adequately depending on the SSR model
and other processing concepts that are uncomplicated to
produce better results.

2- Compute the SSR by the following equation:
R x , y   log  I  x , y    log G x , y   I  x , y  

(3)

where R(x,y) is the SSR output. The SSR treats reflectance
as the final enhanced result. When applying the SSR to
different nighttime images, the results look unnatural and
introduced over-enhancement artifacts [27]. The standard
SSR algorithm is applied to different nighttime images that
are obtained by a Nikon D750 professional camera, and
samples of the attained outcomes are shown in Figure 3.

The proposed adapted SSR (ASSR) algorithm is anticipated
to process various nighttime images and produce results
with improved illumination, adjusted contrast, and
acceptable colors without introducing over-smoothness or
processing flaws. The ASSR algorithm starts by converting
the input RGB image to the hue saturation value color
model (HSV). Since image illumination must be performed
directly on RGB channels, it is difficult to ensure that all
channels are enhanced in the correct ratio, which often
results in color distortions after the correction process. All
the hue, saturation, and intensity components of an image
are independent when converted to the HSV model. As a
result, changing the intensity values has little effect on the
image's color. The RGB color model is transferred and
transformed into an HSV model for this purpose [30], and
in this algorithm, the processing happens on the value
channel only. The second phase includes computing the
DGSF by equations 1 and 2 using σ = N×M. The third
phase includes computing the luminance image by finding
convolution (multiplication in the frequency domain with
frequency shift then converting the results back to the
spatial domain) between the original image and the result of
the output of the previous step:

Fig. 3. Output samples of the standard SSR when processing
dissimilar nighttime images.

From Figure 3, it is noticed that the SSR has increased the
luminosity but recorded some intrinsic disadvantages such
as (1) the colors of the recovered images unnatural due to
the amplification of the brightness in certain areas of the
image, (2) loss of visual information due to the increased
darkness in some areas of the processed image, (3) it
introduced halo artifacts, and (4) it provided improper
contrast and a total unusual look. Regardless of these
drawbacks, the SSR was utilized for luminosity and
contrast enhancement, and it has great potential for further
development because it has shown the ability to be applied
with the nighttime image including simple calculations
[28]. The upcoming block diagram in Figure 4 explains the
working mechanism of the SSR algorithm [29].

S x, y   G x, y  V x , y 

(4)

where, V(x,y) is the value channel of the input image I(x,y).
The fourth phase includes computing the log of V(x,y) and
S(x,y) as follows:
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O x , y   log V x , y    

(5)

L x , y   log  S x , y    

(6)

enhancement level. With regards to γ, it must be as (γ > 0),
wherein increasing its value causes luminance reduction
and contrast increase. In addition, thorough tests showed
that satisfactory results are gained if the value of γ is in the
range of 0.1 to 0.5. These experiments have been performed
on different nighttime images. At this point, image F(x,y) is
enhanced but its pixels are not well-distributed over the
entire dynamic range. Therefore, the automatic linear
contrast stretching (ALCS) procedure is used to supply a
natural range stretch by redistributing the pixel values to the
entire interval. The following equation is utilized to
compute the ALCS approach as [34]:

where (ε = 0.1), in that ε is used to avoid having infinity
values that come from calculating the log of zero. Then,
the fifth phase is implemented by applying a new
subtraction approach. In [44], the authors introduced a
logarithmic approach to subtract two given images and
create a new image ( ) . In this work, a modified
subtraction approach is employed instead of the
subtraction method of the standard SSR which is given in
Eq. 3. The original subtraction approach that was
described in [31] is calculated using the following
equation:
K x , y   W 

O

x, y 

 L x , y 



W  L x , y 

E x, y     F x , y   

In Eq.11, the E(x, y) is the final processed value channel. The
stretching elements α and β are used to determine the extent
of stretch automatically as follows:

(7)
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the proposed ASSR algorithm.

where x is the input (assuming it is an image). In this work,
a modified gamma-adjusted Rayleigh distribution
(MGARD) approach is introduced to control the visibility
improvement level. The developed MGARD approach is
computed as:

F x , y 





1
 

  





(13)

x, y

(9)

2

(12)

The max and min above represent the highest and lowest
pixel values in E(x, y). Next, the color domain is converted
back to the RGB domain as a final step of the proposed
algorithm. Finally, the input of the developed algorithm is a
nighttime image and γ, whereas the output is an
illumination-enhanced image. The flowchart of the
developed ASSR algorithm is demonstrated in Figure 5.
Finally, Figure 6 displays the performance of ASSR with
different γ values.

where K(x,y) represents the image reflection. The output of
this step needs further contrast and illumination
enhancements. Thus, the sixth phase is implemented by
applying an altered counterpart of the CDF of Rayleigh
distribution to modify the contrast of the reflection image.
The CDF of Rayleigh distribution is deemed an S-shape
transform which was utilized in different research works
related to contrast and illumination enhancements [32].
The CDF of Rayleigh distribution can be described as [33]:

 K
 x, y

 1 
K

 x, y 




max F x , y   min F x , y 
x, y

2

  x2 
f x   1  exp  2 
 2 
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min  F  
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where W is a constant number, whose value is one
(considering that the dynamic range is between 0 and 1). In
this work, this equation is adapted so that it can be applied
as the developed subtraction approach for this algorithm.
The following equation is used to describe the adapted
subtraction approach which will be applied in the
developed algorithm:

O  L
  x, y
 x, y

 L x , y 

(11)

(10)

According to Eq.10, F(x,y) is the MGARD output, and γ
represents an adjustment factor accountable for the
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Fig. 6. Processing a nighttime image by the proposed algorithm:
(a) degraded nighttime image captured by a Nikon D750
professional camera; the upcoming images are recovered with:
(b) γ =0.1, (c) γ =0.15, (d) γ =0.2, (e) γ =0.25, (f) γ =0.3, (g) γ
=0.4, (h) γ =0.55, (i) γ =0.65, (j) γ =0.7, (k) γ =0.85, (l) γ =1.

distorted images and MPRIs to predict the final quality
measure. The output for this metric is a numerical value,
the smallest value indicates better visible details.
Colorfulness (CFN) is the attribute of visual perception that
the perceived color of an area appears to be somewhat
chromatic. CFN is evoked by an object that depends not
only on its spectral feature but also on the strength of the
illumination. The CFN is an NR metric that measures the
lucidity of colors depending on non-complex statistical
approaches, as follows:

IV. IMAGE EVALUATION METHODS
There are two basic methods of assessing image quality
(IQ), which are subjective and objective. The subjective
methods involve the opinions of the observers whereas the
objective methods involve the computer algorithms. To
accomplish an objective assessment, IQ metrics are used.
The objective IQ metrics can be classified into full
reference (FR), reduced reference (RR), and no reference
(NR) metrics, in that these categories are based on
information about the original image and the distortion
process.
1.

FR IQ metrics: measures the quality of a degraded
or restored image depending on an ideal image.

2.

NR IQ metrics: look only at the image under test
and have no need for reference information.

3.

RR IQ metrics: measures the quality of a restored
image depending on a degraded image.

CFN   2   2  0.3 2  2

where α = R – G, β = (R + G)/2 – B, and σ, μ are the
standard deviation and the mean values of the image. The
output for this metric is a numerical value, where the
highest value indicates better colors.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
provided. The dataset includes more than 400 raw images
captured by a Nikon D750 professional camera and a
Samsung A70 smartphone camera. Moreover, different
comparisons are made with various methods for subjective
and objective evaluations. Likewise, discussions regarding
the attained results of the aforesaid are provided. To
demonstrate the filtering capabilities of the suggested
algorithm, it is appraised against ten modern algorithms
such as IMSR, PIE, FBE, CRM, LIME, LECARM,
LightenNet, FOFM, AIE, and SDD. Figures 7-10 show the
results of processing different real-degraded nighttime
images by the developed algorithm.

To objectively evaluate the outcomes of comparisons,
three image evaluation methods were used, namely
lightness order error (LOE) [35], blind multiple pseudo
reference images (BMPRI) [36], and colorfulness (CFN)
[37]. The LOE is a RR metric that is utilized to measure
the error of illumination (i.e., naturalness) between the
original image and its recovered counterpart [36]. The
LOE metric is defined as:

LOE 

1 m n
 RD
m  n i 1 j 1 i , j 

(15)

In addition, Table 1 illustrates the recorded implementation
times and evaluation values using three different image
evaluation methods. Figures 11-13 demonstrate the
comparison results, while Figures 14 -17 provide the
average of recorded performances in Table 1 as charts.
When applying the suggested algorithm to a set of
nighttime images, it is observed that it was able to prevent
the bright areas from becoming over-brightened and wellimproved the illumination in the dark areas. Furthermore,
the colors of the resulting images appear more natural, the
contrast seems more vibrant, and the edges have acceptable
sharpness. Likewise, no signs of visible processing defects
appear on the results as they have an overall pleasant
appearance. This indicates that the proposed algorithm has
high capabilities to process different images taken by a
professional camera or a smartphone. This is a true
achievement as the proposed algorithm used non-complex
computations when compared to other available algorithms
to produce better-quality outcomes.

(14)

Where m and n are the image dimensions and RD(i,j) is the
relative order difference of the lightness between the
degraded image and the enhanced one. The output for this
metric is a numerical value, in that the smallest value
indicates better natural illumination. The BMPRI is an NR
metric that can be used to discover the quality of image
details by introducing multiple pseudo reference images
(MPRIs) via increasing the distortions of the input image
by applying several types of distortion aggravation during
the MPRI generation to measure the possible distortions
existing in the target image.
To further degrade the distorted image, four types of
commonly encountered distortions are utilized to measure
the blocking, ringing, blurring, and noising artifacts. For
each type of distortion, five different levels are used. A
total of twenty reference images are generated to give
references of the same image content degraded by different
distortions. Then, the local binary pattern features are
extracted. After that, a comparison is made between
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Fig. 7. Enhancing various real-degraded nighttime images
captured by a Nikon D750 camera. (1st row) real nighttime
images; (2nd row) images enhanced by the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 11. Results obtained from comparing the proposed algorithm
with different algorithms. (a1) Original nighttime image. The
other images are recovered by: (a2) IMSR; (a3) PIE; (a4) FBE,
(a5) CRM, (a6) LIME, (a7) LECARM, (a8) LightenNet, (a9)
FOFM, (a10) AIE, (a11) SDD, (a12) Proposed algorithm.

Fig. 8. Enhancing various real-degraded nighttime images
captured by a Nikon D750 camera. (1st row) real nighttime
images; (2nd row) images enhanced by the proposed algorithm.

Depending on the comparison results in Table 1 and Figure
11 to Figure 17, the illumination of all the resulting images
has improved at different levels according to the utilized
processing concept. All the comparison algorithms were
able to increase the prominence of visible details in the
murky regions of the degraded image and make them
noticeable in the enhanced image. Moreover, many remarks
were recorded related to the algorithms’ performances,
wherein they introduced either unwanted artifacts or failed
in delivering adequate filtering for certain essential image
traits such as colors, illumination, sharpness, or contrast.
Accordingly, the IMSR algorithm showed certain latent
image details and did not smooth the processed image.
However, some drawbacks were noticed in its outcomes as
they own insufficient illumination, improper contrast, and
unnatural colors. Therefore, it recorded below high with
LOE, the worst with CFN, and low with BMPRI. Still, it
was the second-fastest among the comparative methods.
The PIE algorithm the brightness of its results without
introducing illumination errors as well as it did not
introduce obvious smoothness. Therefore, it recorded the
second-best in LOE. Still, both the color and visible quality
of the resulting images did not get improved adequately.
Thus, it recorded low scores with both CFN and BMPRI.
The processing time was somewhat slow as it was recorded
below moderate in such an aspect.

Fig. 9. Enhancing various real-degraded nighttime images
captured by a Samsung A70 smartphone camera. (1st row) real
nighttime images; (2nd row) images enhanced by the proposed
algorithm.

Fig. 10. Enhancing various real-degraded nighttime images
captured by a Samsung A70 smartphone camera. (1st row) real
nighttime images; (2nd row) images enhanced by the proposed
algorithm.
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Fig. 12. Results obtained from comparing the proposed algorithm
with different algorithms. (a1) Original nighttime image. The
other images are recovered by: (a2) IMSR; (a3) PIE; (a4) FBE,
(a5) CRM, (a6) LIME, (a7) LECARM, (a8) LightenNet, (a9)
FOFM, (a10) AIE, (a11) SDD, (a12) Proposed algorithm.

Fig. 13. Results obtained from comparing the proposed algorithm
with different algorithms. (a1) Original nighttime image. The
other images are recovered by: (a2) IMSR; (a3) PIE; (a4) FBE,
(a5) CRM, (a6) LIME, (a7) LECARM, (a8) LightenNet, (a9)
FOFM, (a10) AIE, (a11) SDD, (a12) Proposed algorithm.

The FBE algorithm yielded results with insufficient
brightness. Thus, it recorded low readings with LOE.
Besides, the sharpness was acceptable, but the colors were
dimmed. Therefore, it recorded above low with CFN and
high with BMPRI. It also provided reasonable
implementation times as it recorded above moderate in this
aspect. In addition, the images produced by the CRM
algorithm have a dark look, faded colors, improper
contrast, and no good visual detail, which is why it scored
very low with LOE, very low with BMPRI, and above
moderate with BMPRI, and above moderate
implementation time.

The LightenNet algorithm recovered images with halo
artifacts, dimmed areas, unsatisfactory illumination, and
irregular color representation. Thus, it achieved below
moderate with LOE, above moderate with CFN, and below
moderate with BMPRI, as well it also provided low
processing time. Additionally, the FOFM algorithm
provided unusual performance as it introduced acceptable
colors with extra smoothness, insufficient brightness, and
improper contrast to the processed images. The visual
details are not well-noticed due to the extra smoothness.
Therefore, it achieved moderately with LOE, very high
with CFN, and worst according to BMPRI, as well it also
provided very low processing time. The AIE on the other
hand delivered dissimilar scores as the results appeared
with insufficient contrast with apparent artifacts around the
significant edges. Therefore, it recorded high with LOE,
below high with CFN, and below high with BMPRI. It also
provided above low processing times. The SDD algorithm
was the slowest and did not provide enough illumination.
The enhanced image suffers from increased smoothness,
insufficient contrast, faded colors, and blurred visual
details. Thus, it achieved above moderate with LOE,
moderate with CFN, and very low according to BMPRI.

As for the LIME algorithm, it is observed that it produced
more impressive results compared with the aforesaid
algorithms. It was very much close to the proposed
algorithm in terms of CFN, BMITR, and processing times.
Still, the LOE scores were the worst as LIME introduced
different illumination errors. As for the LECARM
algorithm, it was quite fast, but was not satisfactory on
other metric scores, since the resulting images did not have
sufficient illumination, the colors were unnatural, and
some white shadows appeared on the significant edges of
the resulting images. Thus, LECARM scored above low
according to LOE, low according to CFN, and moderate
according to BMPRI.

When it comes to the proposed algorithm, it scored the best
in the aspects of visible quality, runtime, and image
evaluation methods. Accordingly, it scored the best LOE,
CFN, and BMPRI readings with the fastest runtime.
Besides, its outputted images have innate illumination and
contrast, proper colors, and preserved sharpness, achieving
overall visually pleasing results. This is a considerable
matter because it has a low computational cost and did not
require numerous inputs to output its results.
Table 1. The recorded performances of the conducted
comparisons.
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Methods

IMSR

PIE

FBE

CRM

LIME

LECARM

LightenNet

FOFM

AIE

SDD

Proposed
Algorithm

Figure

LOE
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BMPRI
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Fig 12
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Avg
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468.3432
361.5281
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381.2160
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298.2141
742.7792
260.6524
433.8819
260.1331
303.7097
663.2092
409.0173
304.7426
592.0673
310.4652
402.4250
176.8957
311.8328
126.5756
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181.6553
162.3424
148.6634
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15.0104
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15.6775
27.4046
29.0593
27.5972
28.0203
29.8875
29.9789
30.9384
30.2682
23.2571
24.4727
27.3672
25.0323
39.1161
38.5640
39.8126
39.1642
26.0492
27.8017
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27.4554
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24.3300
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9.0197
14.0314
11.0446

Time/
sec.
0.404690
0.427745
0.618268
0.4835
1.537313
1.345544
2.542043
1.8083
0.800422
0.645618
0.871748
0.7725
0.616634
0.552439
0.790295
0.6531
0.427558
0.411701
0.523470
0.4542
0.469881
0.525108
0.650854
0.5486
6.935749
7.060512
10.845192
8.2804
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10.354242
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3.441135
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Fig. 15. Charts of the average CFN readings.

Fig. 16. Charts of the average BMPRI readings.

Fig. 17. Charts of the average runtimes.

VI. CONCLUSION
This research introduced an adapted SSR algorithm for
nighttime images, as the standard SSR algorithm did not
process such images adequately. The adaption is made by
working in the HSV color domain, applying some
adjustments including a modified subtraction process with
two further processing steps to improve the illumination
and contrast. The developed ASSR algorithm has been
tested extensively with numerous raw images obtained from
a Nikon D750 camera and a Samsung A70 smartphone. As
for the experiments, the obtained results were promising as
when the processed images are compared with their
unprocessed versions, the processing ability of the
developed ASSR can be seen as its outputs own satisfactory
illumination, adequate colors, and proper contrast. In
addition, it can be observed that the bright areas were
preserved, and the darkened areas were improved without
smoothing the results or generating undesirable filtering

Fig. 14. Charts of the average LOE readings.
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flaws. As for the companions, subjective and objective
evaluations revealed that the performance of the developed
ASSR algorithm surpassed many existing algorithms when
it comes to the overall appearance, recorded accuracies,
and processing speed. This is a true accomplishment as
carefully introducing modifications to the SSR algorithm
led to the production of a simple structure algorithm with
low computations that can achieve impressive results. In
future work, extra modifications can be made to the ASSR
algorithm such as complete processing automation.
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تاريخ استالو انبحث4140/01/42:

تاريخ قبول انبحث4140/00/42 :

انخالصة:
تٍّه اٌصىس اٌٍّتمطخ ٌيالً في ظشوف اإلضبءح إٌّخفضخ
تفبصيً ِشئيخ ِفمىدح ،تجبيٓ غيش وبفي ،سطىع ِٕخفض،
وضىضبءٌ .زٌه ِٓ ،اٌصؼت إدسان واستخشاج وتسٍيً اٌّؼٍىِبد
اٌّشئيخ اٌّهّخ ِٓ هزٖ اٌصىس ِب ٌُ تتُ ِؼبٌدتهب ثشىً صسير.
تىخذ خىاسصِيبد ِختٍفخ ٌّؼبٌدخ اٌصىس اٌٍيٍيخ ،وِغ رٌه ،فإْ
ِؼظُ هزٖ اٌخىاسصِيبد ِؼمذح ،وتٕتح ػيىة ِؼبٌدخ ،وتفشط في
تٕؼيُ اٌصىس ،أو ال تسسٓ اإلضبءح ثشىً وبفٍ  .وثبٌتبٌي ،تُ تىييف
خىاسصِيخ اٌشتيٕىس راد اٌّميبس اٌىازذ في هزٖ اٌذساسخ ٌتىفيش
ِؼبٌدخ أفضً ٌٍصىس اٌٍيٍيخ .تجذأ اٌخىاسصِيخ اٌّمتشزخ ثتسىيً
اٌصىسح اٌٍّىٔخ ِٓ ّٔىرج  RGBإًٌ ّٔىرج  HSVوتسسيٓ لٕبح
 Vفمظ ِغ اٌسفبظ ػًٍ لٕىاد  Hو  .Sثؼذ رٌه ،يتُ تسذيذ إٌسخخ
اٌّضيئخ ٌٍصىسح ،وتسست ٌىغبسيتّبد اٌصىس اٌّضيئخ
واألصٍيخ ،ثُ تطشذ هبتيٓ اٌصىستيٓ ثبستخذاَ طشيمخ ِؼذٌَّخ .ثؼذ
رٌه ،يتُ تطجيك داٌخ تىصيغ  Rayleighاٌّؼذٌخ ثضجظ وبِب ،وتتُ
ِؼبٌدخ ٔتيدتهب ِشح أخشي ِٓ خالي طشيمخ تّذد اٌتجبيٓ اٌخطي
اٌتٍمبئي إلٔتبج لٕبح  Vاٌّؼبٌدخ اٌتي سيتُ استخذاِهب ِغ لٕىاد  Hو
 Sاٌّسفىظخ ٌتىٌيذ صىسح  RGBإٌبتدخ .تُ تمييُ اٌخىاسصِيخ
اٌّطىسح ثبستخذاَ ِدّىػخ صىس زميميخ ٌيٍيخ ،ويتُ تمييّهب
ثبستخذاَ ثالث طشق ِخصصخ ٌٍصىس ،وِمبسٔتهب ثؼشش
خىاسصِيبد ِختٍفخ وزذيثخ .أظهشد إٌتبئح اٌّتسصً ػٍيهب أْ
اٌخىاسصِيخ اٌّمتشزخ يّىٕهب تسسيٓ اٌدىدح اٌجصشيخ ٌٍصىس اٌٍيٍيخ
ثشىً وجيش ثسشػخ ووفبءح ِغ ِٕغ ظهىس ػيىة اٌّؼبٌدخ،
ثبإلضبفخ إًٌ إظهبس اٌمذسح ػًٍ تدبوص أداء اٌخىاسصِيبد
اٌّىخىدح اٌّختٍفخ ثشىً ٍِسىظ.
انكهًات انًفتاحية :تسسيٓ اٌصىس ،اٌصىسح اٌٍيٍيخ ،سيتيٕىس ثّميبس وازذ،
األسبٌيت اإلزصبئيخ.HSV ،SSR ،
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